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It is a good dictionary, with grammar notes and irregular verbs and almost everything you might
need.The paper is of pretty low quality, but it doesn't make the product any less valuable. I expected
it to be pocket-size, but it is twice the size that I expected, so I was a bit disappointed, but i don't
think the size it mentioned in the description at all.

Unfortunately, I did not flip through this dictionary when it arrived it the mail. I put my daughter's
name on it right away and put it in her backpack for her to bring to school. Last night while helping
her with a Spanish project, we went to look up a "c" word only to find that the dictionary is missing
most "c" words through "g" words. The book is missing 31 pages, from page 39 to page 70. There
are no pages torn out or missing, it is simply not printed and/or included the book. I never would
have thought to look through a dictionary to account for all of the alphabet's letters, and now it is too

late to return it. I am disappointed. It was clearly a printing error.

This dictionary has met my needs so far considering I'm currently teaching myself at the
beginner/intermediate level. It has had all of the words I've searched for (with only one exception)
and contains helpful conjugation and number lists. Aside from a few faded definitions, the quality of
the book was great for such a low price. I recommend this dictionary to anyone who is looking to get
started learning or to build on their knowledge of the Spanish language. For more complicated
words, another reference work may be necessary.

I had to order my High School Senior this dictionary online, because for some reason no local stores
had one. So weird. Anyway, it's a good dictionary, has everything in it he needs for his second year
of Spanish.

These are set up very well so it is simple, even for younger students, to learn how to use this
dictionary to translate. They have been a great tool for my children to be able to do their Spanish
homework without needing my help every two minutes. I wish I had bought them months ago !

Just ok. Has basic words, and split into Spanish-to-English and English-to-Spanish sections. The
printing is out of alignment on the copy we received, so some of the pages have words cut off.
Apparently the printer doesn't have decent quality control.

A very comprehensive dictionary which includes a section on the conjugation of many regular and
irregular Spanish verbs, common Spanish abbreviations, and Spanish and English numbers. Just
perfect for students at any level.

We bought this Spanish English dictionary after the one we bought at Staples wasn't
comprehensive enough. This one came "teacher approved". I recommend buying this one for grade
or highschool before buying one of the smaller versions.
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